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INTRODUCTION

Hello, I am Dr.GOBS and I have carefully gone through all the answers that you gave during MapMyTalent Scan
and have applied the principles of Behavioral Sciences to help you towards your quest for the "Best Suited"

careers for you.

Read on to know more about you!

MapMyTalent is a proprietary program of Sattava Edusys and reproducing any part of this report is prohibited.
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A QUICK SNAPSHOT

Our analysis suggests that you are having the following Inherent Aptitudes: LANGUAGE and VERBAL.

Further, in terms of Personality, you are: DILIGENT, ARTISTIC and ANALYTICAL.

You have shown interests in the following careers: FILM / TV PRODUCERS, EVENT MANAGER and
BUSINESSPERSON / ENTREPRENEUR.

We have considered these interests, while we evaluated your inherent strengths and analyzed them for different
career fitments.  We do have some very good suggestions for you, but let's go step by step:

  1. Never doubt your own capabilities.
  2. Discuss your suggested career choices with your parents and well-wishers.
  3. Be confident in whatever you pursue.

Here's what we think are your recommended career directions.

Well, what we have done so far is just the "Reality Check", the real action begins now with your hard work and
focused approach.

Our deeper analysis about your strengths and abilities and suggested career paths are there in the "Detailed
Analysis" Report.
All the Best!

MapMyTalent is a proprietary program of Sattava Edusys and reproducing any part of this report is prohibited.
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A DAY IN YOUR LIFE
Here's a quick look at things, events and incidents that generally happen with you, may be on a daily basis. This is
how your inherent Aptitudes get reflected in your life:
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A DAY IN YOUR LIFE
This is how your Personality gets defined in day to day activities:
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A DAY IN YOUR LIFE
This is how your Personality gets defined in day to day activities:

Wondering how do we know all this about you? Well, we analyzed the answers that you gave during MapMyTalent
assessment and got a fairly in-depth understanding about you.
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